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(54) Data management system and method for replicated data

(57) The present invention provides a data manage-
ment system and method for managing copies of a
shared data file maintained on a plurality of computer
systems that are connectable via a mobile communica-
tions network. The system comprises: logging means
410, associated with each copy 420 of the shared data
file, for keeping a record 540 of modifications made to
that copy; retrieval means for retrieving, via connection
to the mobile communications network 460, the records
550 maintained for other copies 420 of the shared data
file; merging means 560 for merging the retrieved
records to generate a sequence of modifications; con-
flict resolving means 590 for applying predefined rules

580 to the sequence of modifications to resolve conflicts
within the sequence of modifications; and means 590
for modifying the copies 420 of the shared file based on
the conflict-resolved sequence of modifications.

The present invention provides a generic platform
which allows conventional applications to make efficient
use of mobile data connections. The solution is generic
in that it is not restricted to one application or to a par-
ticular set of applications. Further, it improves efficiency
since it retains communication autonomy from the ap-
plications and handles the data in an efficient manner.
Further it is easy to use since applications need not be
modified to make use of the facilities provided.
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